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go naked it sits at the typewriter naked reading large words in the air: type GUILTY NO GUILTY concentrate CONCENTRATE appears on forehead, it was meditating and sat down to write the words EYES OPEN, goof, and the words were in front of it and now at the typewriter the words aren't there anymore success which is backwards WHY GO TO SLEEP the words were large and clear and in straw hat color. Meredith Monk Pat calls late high from the concert YOU she and Barbara too late want to come over see BED say no. NOT WORDS. It wakes up hearing a lot of phrases, scared too much reading STOP you can't believe it VERY POSITIVE INTERFERENCE it said by the
bath tub in naked skin TOO CLEAR
UNCONSCIOUS it programmed itself to
gain thin however possible without getting
exhausted the strict budget is doing it.
It said it couldn't do it consciously. If it writes
of itself as it then it is the same as it. Got it?
PLease MEDITATE. Goodbye. It needs a
sleeping bag Noa's is NOT WARM
ENOUGH. It starts for blanket NOT
COMPLETE, goosedown, allergic NO
HEADACHE. It had a headache which
disappeared after it returned to the acu-
puncturist needle in forehead and top
of head, 1 minute no headache. The long
series of headaches disappeared after first
treatment two weeks ago. He said it was
from spleen. This one came from eating
pork. CONS no ious pronounced us. The
next person. It hasn't wrote it begins SIT
DOWN it sitting it freezes ONE MORE it
didn't have enough space between lines BIG
PEACE it is wondering seriously whether all
the voices yesterday were correct, that is
one had it had plans person had to see Ed
and THROW UP Bernadette no just Ed but
he was seeing Bernadette JOKE it actually
wanted to see Ed alone so maybe it left the
house to avoid Ed's call enjoy because they
too late were going to a movie and it wanted
to talk because it needs voice appears on the
right hand margin after the roller NOT

SIMPLE moved to the next line time problem
get rest IT WANTS PEACE Ed's voice,
words, coming through yesterday typing
stopped them and it forgot. GUILTY one.
CRazy WOMAN. DAMP IN AUGUST.
Damp today. VERY SENSITIVE. See
KEEP YOUR VAGINA OPEN on the sub-
way. Don't get tired. Bed it goes to bed as
this is the end of the page, early Sunday.

It does hatha, YOU CAN LIVE LONG IT
ISN'T PREDETERMINED. JACK IS A
SERIOUS OMISSION. It didn't get back to
Soltanoff. SEE DANGER ON SUNDAY.
NO OMISSION. NECK at concert it would
like MONDAY to have neck adjustment.
CIRCLE exercise. It rolls its neck around
slowly TAKE IT EASY it is IT'S LAUGHING
Bed. it's 10 to 8. YOU COME HOME YOUR
OBEDIENCE TRIALS ARE OVER.
TRIALS YOU ARE AN OBEDIENT GIRL.
This because you left Bernadette's when it
said GO SOON GO SOON GO GO GO and
a shout OUT you left go to fourth st. ta ta
you ONE O'CLOCK YOU TRY BEGIN
Phoebes BAR it says you go home it goes to
TIN PALACE which reads GO TO PHOEBES
LOVER and LEAVE takes a blanket a
sleeping bag from DRINK Ed's loft you saw
Bernadette and Ed and Ed Friedman the
movies girl TAKE THE SHORT CUT that's
YOU READ THE NEGATIVE RHYS
at church in april TOO MUCH TWO
MONTHS READ IN APRIL NOW DIFFI-
CULT at right angles DONT CHOOSE
READ WITH SENSITIVE NO
WORDS red NOW flashes READ WITH
DUNGAREES DONT TRY THE IMPOSS-
IBLE IT HAPPENS IN APRIL it wants it to
rerea April is difficult TAKE A DIGESTIVE
GO TO SLEEP BEDS KLEENEX MALCOLM
COMING ITS TRUE THE WORDS DIS-
APPEAR DONNIE KNOCK KNOCK
YOUR DRUNKING dont mystify first
question SECOND CHOICE
says sleeping bag who is first BEST
SECOND FIRSTCHOICE SHAME ON
YOU BE CAREFUL
not consciously GO TO BED YOU
CAN SATISFY BED RHYS TOMORROW
ITS CLASSIC TOWN DONT WRITE
ANYMORE
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